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Part 1: Rebuilding the Ross TL 
Steering Gear 

Restoring the Willys/Jeep®  
“Cam-and-Lever” Steering Gear 



Care must be taken when removing the 
steering wheel. Do not damage threads or 
the brass contact insert. Pad the contact 

point of your steering wheel puller. 



Gear disassembly…Begin by removing these 
four side cover bolts…The lever shaft will slide 

out once the cover is loose. 



Check worm/cam endplay then remove the 
top cover flange’s three-bolts. Keep bearings 

and  adjusting shims together.   



This gear was full of cup grease. A modern 
semi-fluid grease is acceptable. Correct gear 
lube is recommended. You can now lift out 

the steering shaft and worm assembly. 



Lever shaft seal removed, the outer bushing 
is visible. These bushings need replacement. 



Review of disassembly sequence: pitman arm, 
side cover, lever shaft, top cover with shims, 

then the steering worm/cam and shaft. 



Lever shaft pins are a common wear point. 
Wear reflects at cam groove contact areas. 



 
Flats wear at opposite sides of these fixed 

lever pins. This is common for a high-friction 
Ross TL cam-and-lever gear. (Ross gears with 

rotating pins do not wear as quickly.) 



Wear on pin is not uniform. The friction against 
the cam groove makes a distinct pattern. 



Pitman arm’s ball head is also worn. This is common 
with spring-and-cup drag link designs. This rebuild 

will require a new lever shaft and pitman arm. 



Pins on the cam-and-lever gear are fixed in the 
lever. They do not rotate, and wear points 

become obvious—matching the worm groove.  



Again, this gear needs new lever pins. A 
lever shaft replacement is necessary. 

 



Unless physically damaged by a collision or hard 
off-road pounding, the worm/cam holds up well. 



Bushing wear is evident here. Check the 
lever shaft-to-bushing clearance. 



Worn outer bushing and lever shaft seal need 
replacement. This seal leaked, likely the reason 
for the cup grease that replaced the gear lube. 



Interior of housing is sometimes factory coated 
with Glyptal (red) paint. If present, leave the 

Glyptal in place. This unit had no factory coating. 



Bushings were removed with a hand driver. 
Since this gear did not have Glyptal paint 

inside, all casting surfaces, the steering shaft 
and the cam were bead blasted.  



These parts make up a restoration to new condition: 
‘NOS’ lever shaft, fresh bushings, new ball bearings, 

original shims (cleaned with alcohol) plus a shim kit, a 
new lever seal and cover gasket. 



Castings look new after bead blasting. This gear 
housing has a slightly loose horn wire tube. When no 
oil seepage is evident, leave the bottom plug alone. 



An arbor or hydraulic press will easily and neatly press 
the bushings into place. Coat the new bushing jackets 

with Sunnen B-200L lube to prevent galling. 



Place each bushing in the exact location of the 
original. Do not block oil holes. Avoid splitting 
the bushings or flattening the bushing edges. 



Outer bushing aligns with the casting chamfer 
for a precise fit. Check lever shaft-to-bushing 
clearance. If too tight, ream and burnish the 

bushings as a set, maintaining bore alignment. 



Inner bushing fits precisely at chamfer edge. 
Bushings are spaced properly and undamaged 
from the press work. Use bushing driver collars 

to maintain a square, true bushing fit. 



This installed bushing shows no galling or distortion. 
Reaming is sometimes unnecessary. Oil hole at the 

base of the bushing support is not obstructed. 



Kingpin reamer with centering collar allows precise 
reaming with bushings on center. Allow room for final 

finish with a three-stone brake hone. (The seal is 
installed after fitting and finishing the bushings.) 



Goodson Tool kingpin reamer works well on paired 
bushings. Tool aligns and centers bushing bores. 3-
stone brake hone creates smooth finish. Coat outer 

edge of the new shaft seal with Gasgacinch. 



New inner bushing shows smooth, precise 
finish. Use the lever shaft clearance as a guide. 
0.001” is optimal oil clearance. (OEM calls for 

0.0005”-0.0025” clearance.) 



Finished bushings align. OE lever shaft clearance is 
0.0005” to 0.0025”. For good oil clearance, positive 

steering, good seal and no lever shaft wobble, 
0.0005” to 0.001” is optimal clearance. 



Bottom plug removed, the tube gets brazed to the 
plug. This restores straightness and a tight seal. 

Glass bead blasting has removed flux. 



The tube is straight and will now seal properly. 
Bottom plug (shown) must seal against the 

casting seat, square with the tube. 



The cam gets glass beading, too. This removes scale 
and reveals any flaws. The worm/cam is hardened 

and will not be damaged by light bead blasting.  



Simple wire brush polishing brings cam back to 
high luster with smooth running surfaces. This 
cam looks like new and will perform as such.  



Polishing top end of steering shaft after bead blasting 
produces quality results. Correct grit abrasive will not 
remove vital metal. Wire brushing brings back sheen 

and smooth action. 



Always replace the ball bearings with premium quality 
bearing-grade chrome balls. These graded bearings 

are common size and can be purchased through 
bearing and industrial sources. 



Texaco Starplex II chassis grease is viscous and 
useful for coating parts during the fit-up, lash 

adjustment and assembly of the gear. 



Match OEM bearing count: “one ball out” is 
normal. Bearings and worm cam/shaft now 

drop into place. On this gear, greased bearings 
are held in place with races and circlips.  



Upper bearing race is a finger press fit into the case. 
Shims and cover will set the right bearing preload and 

help keep the race from creeping.  



Clean, dry housing is now ready for bottom plug and 
horn wire tube installation. Plug must seat squarely 

and tightly in the housing bore.  



When sealing the bottom plug and wire tube, 
use Permatex #1 or epoxy to form a tight seal. 

Proper seal keeps gear oil in check. 



Sealant is spread uniformly around the shoulder 
of the bore. Wipe off excess after installing the 
tube and plug. A rag with alcohol works well. 



Gasgacinch is an optimal sealer for shims. The sealant 
disperses readily and uniformly. A thin coating on 

each shim assures a quality seal. 



Dial indicator is far more precise than “no play”. Ball 
bearings require zero endplay. (A slight load is okay.) Too 

tight creates a notchy feel when rotating the shaft. Torque 
cover bolts to specification before testing endplay or “feel”. 



Spring scale with string, wrapped around the 
steering shaft to test rotational load. Optimal 
load is smooth rotation without any sign of 

shaft endplay or bearing clearance. 



This is the new lever shaft. Shaft fresh, pins 
new, the steering will perform as new.  



New NOS lever shaft with pitman arm indexing 
notch. Shaft has been trial fitted to bushings. 
Fit-up will be precise and meet the original 

equipment tolerances. 



Wear point is the twin pins on cam-and-lever shaft. 
These new pins will last for many years if the gear is 

adjusted properly and not subject to abuse.  



Before sliding the lever shaft through the seal, 
lubricate the seal lip with grease. Make sure 

splines do not chafe the seal. 



Gasgacinch is the sealant of choice for the cover 
gasket. Spread evenly on each side of the gasket 
for a proper seal. Lever shaft pins now engage 

the worm/cam’s grooves. 



Pins of lever shaft engage the worm cam as seen 
here. Make sure the lever can swing to extremes in 

each direction. Check for smoothness while 
pressing against the lever and rotating the worm.  



Housing cover can now be installed. Grease the 
adjuster screw contact point. Coat bolt threads evenly 

with Gasgacinch to prevent oil wicking. 



Make sure adjuster screw is in top condition. 
Inspect for damage, excess wear and chipping. 
This is a hardened screw. Replace if damaged. 

Gasgacinch on threads will prevent oil seepage. 



Over-center drag is “slight”, with fingertip pressure 
at the steering wheel rim. Again, the spring scale 
helps. Optimal setting is a slight, discernable drag 

over the center point without binding or notchiness. 



Final setting is with adjuster lock nut torqued to 
specification. Once more, verify the slight amount 
of  drag over the center position of the steering.  



Adjustment is made, nut secured, the gear is 
complete. Adjustment should not be required until 

pins have wear—many years from now! 



Gear is now masked and prepped for primer and 
final detailing paint… 



Epoxy catalyzed primer is an excellent base. Durable, 
with strong adhesion, this primer can even serve as a 

final coat on applications not exposed to UV. 



For this gear, the request was a custom paint job to 
match vintage Kaiser-Willys colors! Apply paint with 
HVLP gun. Color over the black epoxy primer coat.  



Footnotes for Ross TL 
Cam-and-Lever Steering 

Gear Restorations  

Tips for Special Applications and 
Rebuilding Challenges 



Bent TL horn wire tube is the result of improper gear disassembly. 
This owner decided to remove the worm shaft without first removing 

the side cover and lever shaft. Sequence is important! 



After straightening the tube, the tube-to-bottom plug joint gets brazed. This 
assures a strong, oil-proof seal and also eliminates the looseness created from 

stressing the tube. These steps are just a part of restoration work… 



Dauntless V-6 applications of the Ross TL gear (‘66-up) use a 
shorter lever shaft with narrower spacing between bushings… 



If the longer V-6 TL bushing interferes with the oil passage, die-grind 
a notch in the bushing end to assure oil flow onto the lever 

shaft…Index the notch with the oil passage hole. 



Goodson Tool’s kingpin reamer has a tapered collar to keep 
alignment between the two bushings…Note narrower lever shaft 

spacing for the Jeep CJ 225 V-6 Ross TL application… 



Use a dial indicator to measure lever shaft radial (side) play and oil 
clearance. This is a new lever shaft fitted to new, finished bushings… 



Length of new TL lever shaft in CJ 225 V-6 applications is 
noticeably shorter than the typical TL Ross gear… 



New pitman arm at left replaces worn OEM pitman arm at 
right. This is the CJ V-6 application…Make sure the position of 
the arm matches OEM alignment—with the steering gear in 

the straight ahead (over-center) position.   



Worm shaft bearing load can be tested with a spring 
scale, simulating the steering wheel installed… 



Restored Ross TL gear for CJ 225 V-6 application differs from 
the four-cylinder Ross gear…This unit is ready for primer… 



CJ V-6 Ross TL gear is now painted with two-part epoxy primer. 
Catalyzed paint is durable and doubles as a final coat for this 
application…Underhood, there is no risk of UV deterioration. 
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